
GRAPHIC DESIGN FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS PREPARATION

Test and improve your knowledge of Fundamentals of Graphic Design with fun multiple choice exams you can take
online with carriagehouseautoresto.com

While your day-to-day would typically consist of solo work, graphic designers should be able to work well
with coworkers e. Adobe Illustrator Which software program should be used for creating vector artwork? You
can use horizontal or vertical alignment, align objects along the same edge or center them. It can be subtle or
bold. Tell me about yourself. Ask this question to determine the specific metrics a candidate leverages to
determine if their designs have been successful â€” and how they use this data to improve their work.
I-Horizontal alignment In horizontal alignment left and right margins are exactly or visually equal. Perhaps
you could share how your penchant for doodling carried on well into adulthood so you decided to take a
course in design or simply that you want to make the world more beautiful or user-friendly, one design at a
time. This one composition tip alone can greatly improve the composition of a page because our eyes and
brains crave a certain amount of order and consistency. I then brainstorm ideas, sketch out mockups and start
turning this information into compelling visuals. How much fun was Graphic Design this year?? Form and
line Shape and color Texture and typography Question 3 3. Find the pantone matching system in illustrator.
Repetition can come in the form of consistent use of alignment, using the same colors for related items such as
pull-quotes or headlines , using the same style or size of graphics, or simply placing the page numbers in the
same spot throughout a publication. If you write the word ''HOPE'' in large, block letters and write the words
''for the best'' in tiny cursive letters, what two elements did you just contrast? Sometimes, yes. Most
applications that support color printing allow you to specify colors by indicating the Pantone name or number.
Good graphic design communicates ideas effectively, engages and attracts an audience and motivates people
to take action. Category of type Use â€” Black letter font Serif fonts little feet Known as Text, Old English
and Gothic Style is based on early written forms , elaborate thick to thin strokes and serifs Used on diplomas,
certificates, invitations, nameplates Script fonts Mainly used as body copy books, magazines â€” Script is type
that looks like writing! With this question, your potential employer wants to hire someone that sees this role as
a good career move. Paper has certain size because of the size and weight of the paper, visual masses how
light or heavy it appears 4-Texture o A texture is the feel of the paper smooth of rough o Texture can be
visual, on the web, background that stimulates familiar fabrics, stone and other textures are common. We hope
these questions and answers help you prepare for your next interview! The faculty moved the school away
from the capital rather than towards it. However, if using multiple images, keep them connected both through
alignment and proximity â€” grouping the images so that they form a single visual unit and aligning them in a
similar fashion. What is visual hierarchy of Information? Get Access Describe each one in detail: 1- Posters: A
poster Is any piece of printed-paper designed to be attached to a wall or vertical surface. Introductory
questions 1.


